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A. Articulo enviado al IEEE ICRA

En este anexo se adjunta el articlulo presentado a la conferencia del IEEE Interna-
tional Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA).
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Fig. 1: Overview of our proposal. Our input is a set of overlapping monocular views. We estimate the learning-based
single-view and geometry-based multi-view depth and fuse both information sources, outperforming both of them. All the
depth images are color-normalized for better comparison. This figure is best viewed in color.

Abstract— Dense 3D mapping from a monocular sequence is
a key technology for several applications and still a research
problem. This paper leverages recent results on single-view
CNN-based depth estimation and fuses them with direct multi-
view depth estimation. Both approaches present complementary
strengths. Multi-view depth estimation is highly accurate but
only in high-texture and high-parallax cases. Single-view depth
captures the local structure of mid-level regions, including tex-
tureless areas, but the estimated depth lacks global coherence.

The single and multi-view fusion we propose has several
challenges. First, both depths are related by a non-rigid
deformation that depends on the image content. And second, the
selection of multi-view points of high accuracy might be difficult
for low-parallax configurations. We present contributions for
both problems. Our results in the public datasets of NYU
and TUM shows that our algorithm outperforms the individual
single and multi-view approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION

Estimating an online, accurate and dense 3D scene re-
construction from a general monocular sequence is one of
the fundamental research problems in computer vision. The
problem has nowadays a high relevance, as it is a key tech-
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nology in several emerging application markets (augmented
and virtual reality, autonomous cars and robotics in general).

The state of the art are the so-called direct mapping
methods [1], that estimate an image depth by minimizing
a regularized cost function based on the photometric error
between corresponding pixels in several views. The accu-
racy of the multi-view depth estimation depends mainly on
three factors: 1) The geometric configuration, with lower
accuracies for low-parallax configurations; 2) the quality of
the correspondences among views, that can only be reliably
estimated for high-gradient pixels; and 3) the regularization
function, typically the Total Variation norm, that is inaccurate
for large textureless areas. Due to this poor performance
on large low-gradient areas, semi-dense maps are sometimes
estimated only in high-gradient image pixels for visual direct
SLAM (e.g., [2]). Such semi-dense maps are accurate in
high-parallax configurations but not a complete model of the
viewed scene.

An alternative method is single-view depth estimation,
which has recently experienced a qualitative improvement in
its accuracy thanks to the use of deep convolutional networks
[2]. Their accuracy is still lower than that of multi-view
methods for high-texture and high-parallax points. But, as
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we will argue in this paper, they improve the accuracy of
multi-view methods in low-texture areas due to the high-level
feature extraction done by the deep networks –opposed to
the low-level high-gradient pixels used by the multi-methods.
Interestingly, the errors in the estimated depth are locally and
not globally correlated since they are obtained from different
image features.

The main idea of this paper is to exploit the information
of single and multi-view depth maps to obtain an improved
depth even in low-parallax sequences and in low-gradient
areas. Our contribution is an algorithm that fuses these
complementary depth estimations. There are two main chal-
lenges in this task. First, the error distribution of the single-
view estimation has several local modes, as it depends on
the image content and not on the geometric configuration.
Single and multi-view depth are hence related by a content-
dependent non-rigid deformation. Secondly, as we aim to a
general method for high and low-parallax cases, modeling
the multi-view accuracy is not trivial. We propose a method
based on a weighted interpolation of the single-view local
structure based on the quality and influence area of the multi-
view semi-dense depth and evaluate its performance in two
public datasets –NYU and TUM. The results show that our
fusion algorithm improves over both individual single and
multi-view approaches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the most relevant related work. Section III
motivates and details the proposed algorithm for single and
multi-view fusion. Section IV presents our experimental
results and, finally, section V contains the conclusions of
this work.

II. RELATED WORK
A. Multi-View Depth

[1], [3], [4] are the first works that achieved dense and
real-time reconstructions from monocular sequences. Some
of the most relevant aspects are the direct minimization of
the photometric error –instead of the traditional geometric
error of sparse reconstructions– and the regularization of the
multiview estimation by adding the total variation (TV) norm
to the cost function.

[5] showed that a TV regularization has low accuracy
for large textureless areas and proposed a piecewise-planar
regularization; the plane parameters coming from multi-
view superpixel triangulation [6] or layout estimation [7].
[8] proposes higher-order regularization terms that enforce
piecewise affine constraints even in separated pixels. [9] se-
lects the best regularization function among a set using sparse
laser data. [10] adds the sparse data-driven 3D primitives of
[11] as a regularization prior. Compared to these works, our
fusion is the first one where the information added to the
multi-view depth is fully dense, data-driven and single-view;
and hence it does not rely on additional sensors, parallax or
Manhattan and piecewise-planar assumptions.

Due to the difficulty of estimating an accurate and fully
dense map from monocular views there are several ap-
proaches that estimate only the depth for the highest-gradient

High-Gradient Low-Gradient
Multi-View 0.25 0.79
Single-View 0.60 0.18

TABLE I: Median depth error, in meters, for single and
multi-view algorithms, and high and low-gradient pixels.
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Fig. 2: Histogram of single-view depth error [m] for three
sample sequences. Notice the multiple modes, each one
corresponding to a local image structure.

pixels (e.g., [2]). While this approach produces maps of
higher density than the more traditional feature-based ones
(e.g., [12]), they are still uncompleted models of the scene
and hence their applicability might be more limited.

B. Single-View Depth

Depth can be estimated from a single view using different
image cues, for example from focus (e.g., [13]) or perspective
cues (e.g., [14]). Learning-based approaches, as the one we
use, basically discover the RGB patterns that are relevant for
accurate depth regression.

The pioneering work of Saxena et al. [15] trained a
MRF to model depth from a set of global and local image
features. Very recently, Eigen et al. [16] presented a two
deep convolutional neural network (CNN) stacked, one to
predict global depth prediction an the second one refines it
locally. Build upon this method [17], recently presented a
three scale convolutional network to estimate depth, surface
normals and semantic labeling. Liu et al. [18] use a unified
continuous CRF-and-CNN framework to estimate depth. The
CNN is used to learn the unary and pairwise potentials that
the CRF uses for depth prediction.

III. SINGLE AND MULTI-VIEW DEPTH FUSION

State-of-the-art multi-view techniques have a strong de-
pendency on high-parallax sequences and heterogeneous-
texture scenes. Only a reduced set of salient pixels that hold
both constraints has a small error, and the error for the major-
ity of the points is large and uncorrelated. In contrast, single-
view methods based on CNN networks achieve reasonable
errors in all the image but they are locally correlated. Our
proposal exploits the best properties of these two methods.
Specifically, it uses a deep convolutional network (CNN) to
produce rough depth maps and fuses their structure with the
results of a semi-dense multi-view depth method (Fig. 1).
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Before delving into the technical aspects, we will motivate
our proposal with some illustrative results. Table I shows the
median depth error of the high-gradient and low-gradient
pixels for a multi-view and single view reconstruction using
a high-parallax sequence of the TUM dataset. For the multi-
view reconstruction, the error for the low-gradient pixels
increases by a factor of 3. Notice that the opposite happens
for the single-view reconstruction: the error of high-gradient
pixels is the one increasing by a factor of 3.

Furthermore, the single-view depth error usually has a
structure that indicates the presence of local correlations.
For instance, Fig. 2 shows the histogram of the single-view
depth estimation error for three different sequences (two of
the NYU dataset and one of the TUM dataset). Notice that
the error distribution is grouped in different modes, each one
corresponding to an image segment. This effect is caused
by the use of the high-level image features of the latest
layers of the CNN network, that extend over dozens of pixels
in the original image and hence over homogeneous texture
areas. The different nature of the errors can be exploited
to outperform both individual estimations. However, fusion
cannot be implemented based on a single global model but
requires non-rigid deformations.

In the next subsections we detail the specific multi and
single-view methods that we use in this work and our fusion
algorithm.

A. Multi-view Depth

For the estimation of the multi-view depth we adopt a
direct approach [2], that allows us to estimate a dense or
semi-dense map in contrast to the more sparse maps of
the feature-based approaches. In order to estimate the depth
of a keyframe Ik we first select a set of n overlapping
frames {I1, . . . , Io, . . . , In} from the monocular sequence.
After that, every pixel xkl of the reference image Ik is first
backprojected at an inverse depth ρ and projected again in
every overlapping image Io.

xol = Tko(x
k
l , ρl) = KR>ko

((
K−1xkl
||K−1xkl ||

ρl

)
− tko

)
, (1)

where Tko,Rko and tko are respectively the relative trans-
formation, rotation and translation between the keyframe Ik
and every overlapping frame Io. K is the camera internal
calibration matrix.

We define the total photometric error C(ρ) as the summa-
tion of every photometric error εl between every pixel (or
every high-gradient pixel if we want a semi-dense map) xkl
in the reference image Ik and its corresponding one xol in
every other overlapping image Io at an hypothesized inverse
depth ρl,

C(ρ) =
1

n

n∑
o=1,o 6=k

t∑
l=1

εl(Ik, Io, xkl , ρl). (2)

The error εl(Ik, Io, xkl , ρl) for each individual pixel xkl is
the difference between the photometric values of the pixel

and its corresponding one

εl(Ik, Io, xkl , ρl) = Ik(xkl )− Io(xol ). (3)

The estimated depth for every pixel ρ̂ =
(ρ̂1 . . . ρ̂l . . . ρ̂t )> is obtained by the minimization
of the total photometric error C(ρ):

ρ̂ = arg min
ρ

C(ρ) (4)

B. Single-view Depth

For single-view depth estimation we use the Deep Con-
volutional Neural Network presented by Eigen et al., [17].
This network uses three stacked CNN to process the images
in three different scales. The input to the network is the
RGB keyframe Ik. As we use the network structure and
parameters released by the authors without further training,
our input image size is 320×240. The output of the network
is the predicted depth, that we will denote as s. The size of
the output is 147× 109, that we upsample in our pipeline in
order to fuse it with the multi-view depth.

The first scale CNN extract high-level features tuned for
depth estimation. This CNN produces 64 feature maps of
size 19× 14 that are the input, along with the RGB image,
of the second scale CNN. This second stacked CNN refines
the output of the first one with mid-level features to produce
a first coarse depth map of size 74× 55. This depth map is
upsampled and feeds a third stacked CNN that does a local
refinement of the depth. This final step is necessary, as the
convolution and pooling steps of the previous layers filter
out the high-frequency details.

The first scale was initialized with two different pre-trained
networks: the AlexNet [19] and the Oxford VGG [20]. We
use the VGG version, the most accurate one as reported by
the authors. This network has been trained in indoor scenes
with the NYUDepth v2 dataset [21]. As they used the official
train/test splits of the dataset, so do we. We decided to use
this neural network because it is the best-performing dense
single-view method. We refer the reader to the original work
[17] for more details on this part of our pipeline.

C. Non-rigid Fusion

As we mentioned before, the objective is to fuse the output
of each previous method while keeping the best properties of
each of them: the single-view reliable local structure and the
accurate, but semi-dense multi-view depth estimation. Let
denote s and m to the single-view depth and the multi-view
semi-dense depth estimation, respectively. s is predicted as
detailed in section III-B and m = 1

ρ is the inverse of the
inverse depth estimated in section III-A.

The fused depth estimation fij for the pixel (i, j) is
computed as a weighted interpolation of depths over the set
of pixels in the multi-view depth image

fij =
∑

(u,v)∈Ω

Wmuv
sij (muv + (sij − suv)), (5)
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Fig. 3: Non-normalized influence of the weight for each one of the points in the image. First column: RGB input image
with four different situated points in the image. Second, third, fourth and fifth columns: influence of each point highlighted
in the RGB image. Figure best viewed in color.

Fig. 4: Normalized influence area of the weights. Notice
how it expands around local structure areas given a set of
points in Ω. First column: RGB image with the points of Ω
labeled with different colors. Second column: influence areas
computed by our method. Figure best viewed in color.

Fig. 5: Detail of the influence area. Notice how it expands
mainly in the areas with same local structure. Figure best
viewed in color.

where Ω is the set of pixels estimated by the multi-view
algorithm. The interpolation weights Wmuv

sij model the like-

lihood for each pixel (u, v) ∈ Ω belonging to the same local
structure as pixel sij . The interpolation can be interpreted
in two ways. First, the depth gradient (sij − suv) is added
to each multi-view depth muv , i.e. we create depth map for
each muv with the structure of s and then weigh them with
pixel based weights. Second, for each depth sij we modify it
according to the weighed discrepancy between (muv−suv).

The key ingredient of this interpolation are the weights
Wmuv
sij that need to achieve the non-rigid transformation

mentioned above based on the local structure of the image.
Each weight is computed as the product of four different
factors. The first factor

W̃1
muv
sij = e

−
√

(i−u)2+(j−v)2))
σ1 , (6)

simply measures proximity based on the distance of the
pixels (ij) and (uv). The parameter σ1 controls the radius of
proximity for each point. The remainder three factors depend
on the structure of the single-view prediction s. The second
factor

W̃2
muv
sij =

1

|∇xsuv −∇xsij |+ σ2

· 1

|∇ysuv −∇ysij |+ σ2

(7)

measures the similarity of depth gradients and assigns larger
weights to similar ones. ∇xsij and ∇ysij represent the depth
gradient in the x and y direction respectively at the pixel
(i, j). σ2 limits the influence of a point to avoid extremely
high weights for very similar or identical gradients. We set
it to 0.1 in the experiments. The last two factors strengthen
the influence between the points lying in the same plane and
are defined as

W̃3
mvuv
svij = e−|(sij+∇xsij ·(i−u))))−suv| + σ3 (8)

and
W̃4

muv
sij = e−|(sij+∇ysij ·(j−v))))−suv| + σ3, (9)

where σ3 sets a minimum weight to any point in Ω. This is
required to avoid vanishing weights when they are combined
with W̃1

muv
sij and W̃2

muv
sij .
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MEAN ERROR (m) GAIN w.r.t TV GAIN w.r.t [17] MEAN ERROR (m)
Sequence TV Eigen[17] Ours(auto) Ours(auto) Ours(auto) Ours(man)

N
Y

U
D

ep
th

v2

bathroom 0018 1.612 0.723 0.627 61.12% 13.33% 0.232
bedroom 0013 0.918 0.421 0.342 62.73% 18.80% 0.167

dining room 0032 0.991 0.342 0.399 59.86% -16.39% 0.323
kitchen 0032 0.941 0.583 0.581 38.29% 0.37% 0.424

living room 0025 0.828 0.440 0.394 52.47% 10.55% 0.289
living room 0030a 1.472 0.572 0.487 66.91% 14.87% 0.388

T
U

M fr1 desk 0.605 0.437 0.358 40.82% 18.07% 0.229
fr1 room 0.613 0.216 0.202 67.04% 6.48% 0.131

TABLE II: Left table: Mean error for the TV-regularized multi-view depth, the single-view depth [17] and our fused depth.
The last two columns show our improvement with respect to the two individual methods respectively. Right table: Mean
error for the fused depth with manual multi-view point selection.
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Fig. 6: Depth images for the NYUDepth v2 dataset [21]. Color ranges are row-normalized to facilitate the comparison
between different methods. First column RGB keyframe, second column multi-view depth, third column TV-regularized
multi-view depth, fourth column single-view depth, fifth column our depth fusion with automatic multi-view point selection,
sixth column our depth fusion with manual multi-view point selection, and seventh column ground truth. Figure best viewed
in color.

The product of this four factor makes an non-normalized
weight for each pixel in Ω

W̃muv
sij = W̃1

muv
sij · W̃2

muv
sij · W̃3

muv
sij · W̃4

muv
sij , (10)

and represents its area of influence. The parameters σ1, σ2

and σ3 shape the area of influence and have to be selected
to balance proximity, gradient and planarity and to avoid
discontinuities in the result of the fusion. This was done
empirically on small set of three images. The values of the
parameters were 15, 0.1 and 1e−3, respectively. These values

were fixed for all the experiments suggesting that they do not
require image or sequence specific tuning.

Fig. 3 shows this area for some points on two different
images. Notice how the influence expands around the point
but is kept inside the same local structure. Once all the factors
has been computed for all the pixels in Ω, we normalize the
weights for each single-view pixel so all the weights over a
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Fig. 7: Error images on sequences of the NYUDepth v2
dataset [21]. Color ranges are row-normalized to facilitate
the comparison between different methods. Darker blue is
better. First column RGB keyframe, second column single-
view depth, third column our depth fusion with automatic
multi-view point selection, sixth column our depth fusion
with manual multi-view point selection.

pixel (i, j) sum 1.

Wmuv
sij =

W̃muv
sij −min(g,h)∈Ω W̃

mgh
sij∑

(p,k)∈Ω W̃
mpk
sij −min(g,h)∈Ω W̃

mgh
sij

(11)

The normalized weights expand the local influence to the
whole image (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 or a more detailed view).
Note how the influence get expanded along planes even if the
points in Ω do not reach the end of the plane and get cut when
local structure changes. Once these influence weights have
been calculated and normalized, the fusion depth estimation,
f , for each point is a combination of all the selected points
in Ω, as presented in Eq. 5.

D. Multi-view Low-Error Point Selection

Up to now we have assumed that all the points in the
the multi-view semi-dense depth have low error. This is
easily achievable in high-parallax sequences by using robust
estimators –robust cost functions or RANSAC schemes.
However, it is problematic for the degenerate or quasi-
degenerate low-parallax geometries that we also target in
this paper. In this case, multi-view depths may contain large
errors that will propagate to the fused depth map and it is
necessary to filter them out. Unexpectedly, selecting high
gradient pixels was not robust enough to remove points
with large depth errors and we have developed a two step

algorithm that takes into account photometric and geometric
information in the first step and the single-view depth map
in the second one.

The first step selects a fixed percentage of the best cor-
respondence candidates –the best 25% in our experiments–
based on the product of a photometric score and geometric
one. On one hand, the photometric criterion focuses on
the quality of the correspondences using image information.
We apply a modified version of the second best ratio.
We compute the two closest matches for a pixel (smallest
photmetric errors according to Eq. 3), and we compute the
score as a function of the the ratio between the distance
of the two descriptors (a low ratio meaning a clear match)
and the gradient of the distance function along the epipolar
(i.e. the function presents a clear V-shape around this match
indicating that the the match is spatially accurate). On the
other hand, the geometric score simply backpropagates the
image correspondence error to the depth estimation, resulting
in low scores for low-parallax correspondences.

In a second stage we also use the structure of the
single-view reconstruction and apply RANSAC to estimate
a spurious-free linear transformation between the multi and
single-view points using only the points pre-filtered in the
first stage. This reduces further the number of spurious
depth values from the multi-view algorithm. The result is
a small set of low-error points that we use for the non-
rigid deformation of the previous section. As mentioned
before, in our experiments this algorithm behaves better than
a geometric compatibility test, specially in the low-parallax
sequences of the NYU dataset.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we evaluate the algorithm and compare
its performance against two state-of-the-art methods: multi-
view direct mapping using TV regularization (implemented
following [1], [23]) and the single-view depth estimation
using the network of [17]. We have selected two datasets
with different properties. The first one is the NYUv2 Depth
Dataset [21], a general dataset aimed at image segmentation
evaluation and hence likely to contain low-parallax and low-
texture sequences. We analyze results in six sequences from
the test set (i.e. the single-view net had not been trained on
these sequences) selected just to include different types of
rooms. The second one is the TUM RGB-D SLAM Dataset
[22], a dataset oriented to visual SLAM and then likely to
present a bias benefitting multi-view depth. In this case, we
evaluated two sequences selected randomly.

We run our algorithm in a 320× 240 subsampled version
of the images, as this is the size of the single-view neural
network given by the authors. We also run our multi-view
depth estimation at this image size, and upsample the fused
depth to 640×480 in order to compare it against the ground
truth D channel from the kinect camera.

As our aim is to evaluate the mapping accuracy, we
will assume that camera poses are known for the multiview
estimation. In the TUM RGB-D SLAM Dataset [22] we use
the groud truth camera poses provided by the dataset. In the
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Fig. 8: Depth images on sequences of the TUM Dataset [22]. Color ranges are row-normalized to facilitate the comparison
between different methods. First column RGB keyframe, second column multi-view depth, third column TV-regularized
multi-view depth, fourth column single-view depth, fifth column our depth fusion with automatic multi-view point selection,
sixth column our depth fusion with manual multi-view point selection, and seventh column ground truth. Figure best viewed
in color.
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Fig. 9: Error images for sample sequences of the TUM
Dataset [22]. Color ranges are row-normalized to facilitate
the comparison between different methods. Darker blue is
better. First column RGB keyframe, second column single-
view depth, third column our depth fusion with automatic
multi-view point selection, sixth column our depth fusion
with manual multi-view point selection.

NYUv2 Depth Dataset sequences we estimate them using
the RGB-D Dense Visual Odometry by Gutierrez-Gomez
et al. [24]. These camera poses will remain fixed and used
to create the multi-view depth maps. As mentioned before,
the parameters of the fusion algorithm were experimentally
set prior to the evaluation on a small separate set of images.

To evaluate the methods, we computed the mean depth
error across the whole image for each method. The results
are summarized in Table II. Our method outperforms the
TV regularization in both datasets obtaining an average
improvement over 50%. As expected, the TV regularization
performs better in the TUM sequences and achieves lower
errors, but in terms of improvement there seems not to be big
differences between both datasets. Our fusion of depths also
outperforms the single-view depth reconstruction. However,
in this case the gain is not as large and is close to 10% on
average. Both methods perform similarly in both datasets,
but except in one sequence, out method is always better or
as good as the deep single-view reconstruction.

The right-most colum of Table II shows the depth errors
when the set of multi-view points does not contain outliers.
We selected them using the ground-truth data from the D

channel, and keeping only those points whose depth error
was lower than 10cm. The results are for all sequences better
than any method attaining improvements around 70% and
38% with respect to TV and [17], respectively. Although
expected, this result highlights the impact of outliers and
the need for good point selection. It also provides an upper
bound and shows that there is still room for improvement in
this latest part of our algorithm.

Finally, we present the results of some radonmly picked
images for each sequence of each dataset. Fig. 6 and Fig.
8 show the obtained depth images for the NYUDepth v2
and the TUM datasets, respectively. The improvement with
respect to the regularized multi-view approach is clear vi-
sually since the depth structure is much more consistent.
Improvemens with respect to single-view images are more
subtle and are best viewed by looking at the corresponding
depth error images of Fig. 7 and Fig. 9. Usually, the
improvement comes from a better relative placement of some
local structure. For instance, the walls are darker in the
error images (see the bathroom 18 or dinning 32 in Fig. 7).
The effect is more evident when the multi-view points were
selected based on the ground truth, but is the same effect
as the one obtained with the automatic selection. This better
local structure alignment reduces the error as can be seen in
the boxplots of each sequence shown in Fig. 10.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented an algorithm for dense
depth estimation by fusing 1) the multi-view depth estimation
from a direct mapping method, and 2) the single-view depth
that comes from a deep convolutional network trained on
RGB-D images. Our approach selects a set of the most
accurate points from the multi-view reconstruction and fuses
them with the dense single-view estimation. It is worth
remarking that the single-view depth errors do not depend
on the geometric configuration but on the image content and
hence the transformation is non-rigid and varies locally. The
estimation of this alignment is our main contribution and the
most challenging aspect of this research.
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Fig. 10: Box and Whiskers plots of the pixel error distribution for four of the scenes we have tested on. From left to
right we compare our method with automatic point selection, our method with manual point selection, single-view method
proposed by Eigen et al. [17] and TV regularization for multi-view estimation.

Our experiments show that our proposal improves over the
state of the art (Eigen et al. [16] for single-view depth and
direct mapping plus TV regularization for multi-view depth).
Contrary to other state-of-the-art approaches, the single-view
depth we use is entirely data-driven and hence does not rely
on any scene assumption. Future work will, as suggested by
the results, try to improve the multi-view points selection
and the fusion of both images using, for instance, iterative
procedures.
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